ASD S1000D Specification — Business Rules and Publication Concepts

Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>WBT-2371</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course Length</td>
<td>8 Hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this four-hour course, students will learn ASD S1000D Specification Business Rules and Publication concepts. The ASD S1000D Specification — Business Rules and Publication Concepts course is intended for users familiar with producing technical publications, but who are new to the ASD S1000D Specification. The course provides an overview of the ASD S1000D Specification vocabulary and concepts relevant to the planning, implementation, and production of Business Rules and Publications, in the context of ASD S1000D Specification workflow, using the Arbortext for Aerospace and Defense software suite.

Course Objectives

- Summarize and discuss the benefits of applying the ASD S1000D Specification as part of the product development technical publications and documentation workflow.
- Identify and distinguish the differences between various ASD S1000D Specification compliant Information Sets and Publications.
- List and describe the important concepts and components creating and working with Business Rules in the context of an ASD S1000D Specification compliant project.
- List and describe the integration points between existing ILS systems and an ASD S1000D Specification compliant production system.

Prerequisites

- Some knowledge of Technical Publications processes.
- Basic familiarity with structured authoring concepts and a general familiarity with XML.
- PTCU TRN–2370 ASD S1000D Specification — Fundamental Concepts

Audience

- ASD S1000D Administrators, Super Users, and Publications Administrators
- ASD S1000D Authors
- ASD S1000D Reviewers
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